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The Assignment of Nonmanufacturing
Costs to Products
arriving at decisions with respect to selection of products to be sold,
INprices
to be charged, and amounts to be spent for advertising and selling,
management needs to know profit margins realized on individual products or
product lines. Monthly income statements by lines or groups of products are
commonly used to tell what profit each line is producing. These statements
help management to determine what products need attention, and are useful
in pricing. However, when changes in the current pattern of marketing
activities are proposed, special studies must be made in order to project the
effects such changes will have on product costs and profits. Where individual
products or items to be costed are numerous, occasional studies usually take
the place of monthly reports in providing cost data needed for pricing and
appraisal of profitability.
In order to determine product profit margins it is necessary to assign
nonmanufacturing costs to products. An earlier report (Assignment of Non manufacturing Costs for Managerial Decisions, N.A.C.A. Bulletin, May 1951)
presented the results of an analytical study of techniques available for determining the incidence of nonmanufacturing costs by lines of marketing activity.
The present report describes specific applications of these techniques to
obtain product costs. It is based upon practices of the same group of 70
companies from which was drawn the material for the preceding report.
Introduction
in knowing margins after
T assignment of nonmanufacturing costs to products
and product lines can
HAT MANAGEMENT IS USUALLY INTERESTED

be seen in the fact that 59 of the 70 companies interviewed in this study
reported that they have developed such information. Moreover, the analysis
of nonmanufacturing costs by products was found to be more extensively
developed in most of these companies than was the analysis by any other
class of segments.
The purposes for which product costs are wanted by management can be
summarized under three headings as follows:
1. To determine profitability of present products under conditions
currently prevailing.
2. To aid in estimating the effect that a proposed change in products,
methods of marketing, or selling emphasis, will have on product
costs and profits.
3. To provide cost information which management wishes to have when
A U G U S T , 1951
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making decisions with respect to selling prices or acceptance of
business at a given price.
Methods used for developing and presenting product cost and margin
data have, in most companies, been designed with these objectives in view.
Differences in procedures reported by companies interviewed often reflect
varying emphasis on the use of product cost data for each of these purposes.
For example, monthly assignment of nonmanufacturing costs is common
where management wishes to know actual profits by products on a current
basis. On the other hand, where pricing is the principal use made of product
costs, assignment may be made infrequently and costs assigned are often
budgeted costs rather than historical costs.

Classification of Products for Purposes of Cost Assignment
Practice of the companies interviewed showed that where a variety of
products is produced, products are classified into lines or groups of related
items for purposes of cost assignment. Classification may group all items
into a few lines, it may list major products individually and group the remainder, or it may be quite detailed. The amount of detail in product
classifications to which costs are assigned is generally determined by balancing the clerical expense required to get individual costs with the value such
costs have to management. However, the possibility of allocating some costs
with sufficient reliability to give significant individual product costs may be
a limiting factor.
Products may be grouped in various ways for purposes of cost assignment.
Examples of factors commonly recognized in classifying products are:
1. Nature of the product —e.g., a manufacturer of rubber goods has

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

separate classifications for tires and tubes, footwear, mechanical
goods, and chemicals. Each of these groups is divided into subgroups according to size, grade, kind, and other characteristics.
Method of packaging —e.g., packaged goods and goods sold in bulk.
Brand name —all items carrying the same brand grouped together.
Use made of product by customer —e.g., a number of companies
classify separately products which customers 'buy for their own use
and those which they buy for resale.
Volume of sale
g., a company groups its products into classes
according to sales volume.
Organizational responsibility— products for which a single divisional
executive is responsible are grouped together.

Large companies selling a wide variety of products usually make an
initial classification into a limited number of major groups or lines. These,
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in turn, are subdivided into more detailed classifications. For example, a
company uses the following plan of product classification for accumulating
sales data:
1. Commodity group.
2. Specific products contained in each of the above groups.
3. Size, kind of material, color, container, etc. in which individual
products are supplied.
A five digit code is employed to designate the above product classifications
in order that sales may be tabulated. Profit and loss statements are prepared
for the commodity groups and sales volume is accumulated for each item
in the more detailed classifications.
Product margin statements are also prepared according to two or more
bases of product classification which cut across the other classifications. For
example, the company which sells the same commodities under several brand
names has margin statements by brands as well as by commodities.
Better costs can be obtained when products have been classified into lines
because costs which are difficult to relate to individual items can often be
charged directly or allocated reliably to product lines. For example, a
manufacturer of electrical appliances groups together a number of small
items, (toasters, hot plates, bottle warmers, etc.), but prepares a separate
profit and loss statement for each major appliance line (refrigerators,
water heaters, ranges). When products are so classified, most marketing
expenses can be assigned to product lines as direct charges because a separate
sales organization is maintained for each line. Grouping of like products
also makes it easier to find bases of allocation which are related to costs.
An illustration of this is found in the practice of a company which sells the
same products both in large bulk containers and in a variety of small packages. Costs of bulk packaging and delivery operations are allocated to items
in the 'bulk line. Likewise costs applicable only to the package line can be
allocated to items in this line. On the other hand, combination of the two lines
and allocation on a general basis would give unit costs which would not be
representative for either bulk or package items.
Product differences frequently make it necessary to use different units for
measuring volume when assigning costs. Thus filling stations measure gasoline sales in gallons, but express sales of tires, batteries, and accessories in
units.
PROCEDURES USED TO DETERMINE PRODUCT MARGINS

Practices of the companies interviewed were found to differ in frequency,
method of procedure, and completeness with which nonmanufacturing costs
are assigned to products. Many of the companies use more than one method.
A U G U S T , 19 51
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The principal differences observed are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Periodic Margin Reports by Producf Lines
In most of the companies, assignment of non manufacturing costs to product
lines is made periodically, as part of the regular accounting routine, and by
following standardized accounting procedures. The result is generally a
monthly profit and loss statement by product groups or lines. Such statements are not prepared for individual items within the product lines except
in companies which produce only a few products. Assignment deals principally with historical costs since the objective is to determine actual profit
or loss on each product line.
The field study showed that periodic reports of product margins are prepared 'by 56 of the 70 companies interviewed. A tabulation of the intervals
at which product margins are reported follows.
INTERVAL AT WHICH PRODUCT
MARGINS ARE REPORTED

Monthly
Quarterly
Irregularly (but oftener than once a year)
Annually

NUMBER OF
COMPANIES

47
4
3
2

Total number of companies having periodic product
margin reports
56
companies these product margin reports carry assignment of nonIn 4 5
manufacturing costs to the point where net profit by product line is ascertained. The remaining 11 companies do not report net profit by product
classification, but do determine other margins. In 5 of these companies, no
nonmanufacturing costs are assigned to products and the information with
respect to product profitability is limited to gross margin after manufacturing
cost. The other 6 companies assign some but not all nonmanufacturing costs
to products. The nature of the resulting product margins is shown below.
"Selling margin," i.e. gross margin less direct selling costs (2 companies) .
"Secondary revenue," i.e. gross margin less costs of order filling and
delivery (one company).
Gross margin less advertising (one company)
Gross margin less salesmen's commissions (one company)
Margin after deducting home office costs from selling commissions charged
to factories (one company).
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Product Margins by Special Study
Assignment of nonmanufacturing costs to individual products as distinguished from product lines is made infrequently and often by special study
rather than by standardized repetitive procedures. In costing individual
items within lines, the large number usually makes it impractical to assign
EXHIBIT 1
Statement of Income by Product Lines
Month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9 . . . .
Net sales before cash discounts

TOTAL

PRODUCT A

PRODUCT B, a +c.

Sxx

Cost of goods sold:
Bulk cost at inventory standard
xx
Container and packing cost
xx
Shipping expense
xx
Variances from inventory standards xx
Royalties based on sales
xx
Amortization
xx
LIFO inventory adjustment
xx
Total
$xx
Gross profit before interdivisional sales xx
Profit on interdivisional sales
xx
Gross profit from operations
$xx
Deduct:
Selling expense
xx
Administrative, general and central
office expense
xx
Research expense
xx
Total
$xx
Net profit from operations

$xx

Income charges —net
xx
Net income before provision for income
taxes
xx
Provision for income taxes — estimated xx
Net income

$xx

Percent of sales
Percent of total profit

xx

xx°fo
0
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costs frequently. Moreover, when cost data are wanted for specific decisions
which involve modification of present conditions, routine methods may not
be applicable. Complete coverage of all products at any one time is often
not attempted where special studies are used.
Companies interviewed commonly employ a combination of regular reports
and special studies in determining product costs. The specific methods
chosen in each case have been developed to supply the kind and amount of
information wanted by management. Where products are numerous, periodic
studies take the place of regular reports for determining costs of individual
products because frequent reports are unduly expensive in terms of clerical
effort. However, costs are usually assigned to groups or lines at regular
intervals. Since there is no general pattern in such company practices, the
following case examples are given to illustrate some of the different practices.
Company No. 1: This company has six operating divisions, each of which
produces a separate type of product. Each division prepares a monthly
profit and loss statement covering its operations. The divisions in turn have
a number of product lines which are composed of numerous items and varieties. A monthly statement of profit or loss is prepared for each product
line and gross profit is determined for individual products within the lines.
Exhibit 1 illustrates the product line statement used by this company. Similar
statements listing only the items above the gross profit line are prepared
for individual products.
Company No. 2: The great number of individual products, most of which
represent a very small fraction of total sales volume, makes it impractical
to calculate costs for all products at frequent intervals. For those individual
products which comprise the major portion of the volume, costs are determined annually; for the other products, costs are determined when the
information is wanted. Product line costs are determined annually. This
company makes no monthly calculation of historical product costs. Instead, product costs are determined in preparing the budget and hence they
represent anticipated operating expenses and forecasted volume.
Company No. 3: A monthly net income statement is prepared for each
of the company's 35 brands. Each brand has several package sizes for
which no separate nonmanufacturiisg costs are determined.
Company No. 4: Product costs are determined only by special studies and
no periodic assignment of historical costs to products is made. Cost of an
individual item is refigured when a change in design, methods of manufacturing or marketing, or other conditions indicate the need for revision.
This company's products are classified into 135 types with about 1000 different models.
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Company No. 5: A monthly statement is prepared showing (1) sales,
(2) manufacturing cost, (3) gross margin, (4) costs of order filling and
transportation, and (5) margin after deducting the latter costs from gross
margin. Statements give the above information for product lines and for
products within each line, but not for individual product sizes, colors, and
other varieties. This company does not make a routine monthly allocation
of selling, advertising, and administrative costs to products.
Company No. 6: Actual profit or loss for each individual product is determined'by annual study in which all costs are assigned. At the same time
budgeted profit by products is determined for the coming year.
PR OD UC T GROSS M AR G I N

Deductions from Gross Sales
The first step in ascertaining product profit or loss is to deduct from gross
sales those items which are viewed as reductions in sales income rather
than as expenses. Among the items treated as sales deductions by companies
interviewed are: returns and allowances, cash discounts, quantity discounts,
trade discounts, outbound transportation charges (when goods are sold
F.O.B. customer's location), excise and sales taxes, cost of shipping containers, and price protection rebates. However, placement of these items in
the product income statements varies from company to company. For example, some companies interviewed treat cash discounts as sales deductions,
some include them with selling expenses, and some place them with income
charges deducted from net profit.
Most of the above companies stated that, with the exception of cash discounts, sales deductions are assigned to products by direct charges. Thus
one company stated that it "punched them into sales analysis tabulating
cards directly from the invoice." Cash discounts are allocated to products
on a sales dollar basis 'by approximately half of the companies mentioning
this item. One company allocates outbound freight charges to products on
a tonnage basis since all products are in the same classification for freight
rate purposes. This company also determines sales by products from inventory withdrawals rather than by tabulation of the numerous individual invoices.
Cost of Goods Sold
While specific inquiries were not made as to the methods employed in
assigning manufacturing costs to products, 35 of the companies interviewed
were asked whether or not cost of goods sold in product profit and loss state.
A U G U S T , 1951
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ments represented inventory cost of the goods. In 17 of these companies, cost
of goods sold was stated to be inventory cost while 18 companies stated that
they add to cost of goods sold various charges not included in inventories.
Among these charges, variances from standard manufacturing cost were
most frequently mentioned. Where there are separate manufacturing facilities for each product, manufacturing variances are direct charges to products. On the other hand, where more than one product is processed in the
same center, allocation of the variances to products is usually necessary.
This may cause some products to bear unabsorbed fixed costs arising because volume has been below normal or standard for other products.
CLASSIFYING NONMANUFACTURING COSTS BY FUNCTION PERFORMED

As stated in the preceding report, nonmanufacturing costs are usually
accumulated in the accounts by individual responsibility or departments to
provide cost data needed for maintenance of control over costs. However,
for purposes of assigning costs to products, the costs need to be classified
by functions performed. Since departments and other organization units
generally represent functions as well as areas of responsibility, the cost of
operating a given department may also constitute the cost of performing a
single function. In this case, the departmental costs can be assigned to prod.
ucts without further classification. In other cases, a department may embrace
more than one function and here a break -down of the departmental costs by
function is needed to obtain accurate assignment of costs. As pointed out by
a writer on the subject, this process is analogous to establishment of cost centers within a factory department."
Some cost items (e.g. salaries of employees in the department) are readily
identified as direct charges to that department. Other cost items (e.g. occupancy costs when several departments are located in the same building)
are indirect and are allocated to departments which use facilities for which
these indirect costs are incurred.
Separate departments are often set up to perform service functions. For
example, several companies interviewed had central tabulating departments
which rendered tabulating service to all other departments needing this
service. Costs of operating such service departments are distributed to the
departments consuming the services. The problems which arise in allocating
such indirect costs are very similar to those encountered in allocating service department costs in the factory. It is, of course, necessary to distribute
expenses to the various departments with appropriately chosen bases in order
to reflect them properly in the product costs.
• E. W. Kelley,
April 1951, p. 909.
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The extent to which the functional classification of nonmanufacturing costs
is developed in practice was found to vary widely. Some of the conditions
which seem to explain these differences in procedure are described below.
1. In companies where marketing personnel and facilities are largely
specialized by products, it is unnecessary to develop a functional
classification for purposes of allocating many of the costs because
they can be assigned to products by direct charging. Thus a company
which has a separate division for marketing each product line stated
that its classification of divisional marketing costs had been designed
for purposes of cost control and without separation of functions
where a single responsibility covers more than one function. In
this company little cost analysis is needed to obtain profit or loss on
each product line, for each product division keeps its own set of
books and prepares its own monthly income statement. Nevertheless,
there remain some general nonmanufacturing costs and these are
classified by function and allocated to product divisions on bases
chosen as appropriate for the purpose.
2. Approximately one -third of the companies use a single basis for allocating all indirect nonmanufacturing costs to products. The bases
generally used are dollar sales volume, physical volume of sales, or
factory cost of sales. Since a functional classification is not needed
when a single basis of allocation is employed, these companies group
nonmanufacturing costs into a few broad classes. In most cases, this
method reflects a comparatively limited development of cost assignment procedures. Companies which use the sales dollar 'basis for
allocation usually have not attempted to determine how reliable
the nonmanufacturing component in their product cost is. On the
other hand two companies using physical volume stated that the
physical units chosen are correlated with those distribution costs
which are chiefly responsible for differences in cost of marketing
the products. One company which uses standard factory cost of sales
stated that this basis is equivalent to using product tonnage and
that costs of warehousing and transportation vary with weight of
each product handled. While no tests had been made, all three of
these companies stated that there is no reason to believe that differences exist in costs of selling and distributing their products and
that an average cost per unit is here thought to be sufficient.
3. Where a substantial amount of analysis is necessary in order to
assign nonmanufacturing costs to product classes and, in addition,
where a serious attempt has been made to arrive at differences in
product cost, nonmanufacturing costs are classified by functions performed and assigned to product groups by use of bases chosen as
appropriate measures of functional activity for practical use. Methods employed by these companies are more fully described in the
remainder of this report.
A U G U S T , 1951
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Allocating Functional Costs to Products
Differences in methods of operation call for different bases because the
factors which influence costs in one company are not identical with those
present in another company. In addition, some companies feel that comparatively rough figures are adequate for their needs while other companies
want more accurate costs. Companies in the first group choose bases primarily for clerical economy in allocating costs while companies in the second group carefully study relationships and use numerous bases even though
more clerical work is required.
Based upon the above observations, it seems fair to say that the bases of
allocation chosen should reflect the incidence of costs on products under the
company's methods of operation and that product costs should be sufficiently
reliable for the purposes which the costs are to serve. Each company presents certain problems of its own and a considerable measure of judgment is
essential in the design of methods which will yield cost data most useful
to management at an expense not exceeding the value of the information.
Nevertheless, a number of general patterns can be seen in the practices of
companies interviewed and these are described in the remainder of this report.
For purposes of discussion, nonmanufacturing costs are divided into three
general types as follows:*
1. Costs of getting orders —i.e., advertising, sales promotion, direct
selling, sales administration and sales research.
2. Costs of filling orders —i.e., warehousing, shipping, clerical operations connected with filling orders and collecting the money.
3. Costs of general administration —i.e., president's office, treasurer's
office, controller's office. In some companies this includes costs of
centralized research and development.
ASSIGNING ORDER GETTING COSTS TO PRODUCTS

A substantial number of the companies interviewed assign order getting
costs in proportions determined by distribution of sales effort among the
various products rather than in proportion to sales actually obtained. The
reasoning which underlies this approach follows the view that cost of sell.
ing a product is more closely related to selling effort expended on the product than it is to the volume of sales actually obtained. Since advertising,
' The classification of marketing costs into costs of order getting and order filling has
been developed by E. Stewart Freeman, a former member of the N. A. C.A. Committee
on Research. See "Distribution Cost Analysis and Its Influence on Priding Policy,"
N. A. C. A. Bulletin,Sept 1, 1933.
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sales promotion, and order solicitation are carried on to secure orders, sales
volume is the result rather than the cause of expenditures made on these activities. Management controls the distribution of selling effort among the
various products by deciding how much to spend for advertising each product and by instructing salesmen as to use of their time. On the other hand,
it cannot control the prospective 'buyer's reaction to sales efforts and actual
sales often cannot be traced to sales efforts exerted on the customer at a
specific time.
When authorizing an expenditure, management usually has in mind a
definite purpose or objective which it desires to accomplish. If expenditures
are identified with specific products or product lines in planning, direct
charges to the products can be made. Where direct charges cannot be made,
costs of order getting are allocated on bases which reflect the planned distribution of sales effort among the various products.
Advertising Costs
In preparing the advertising budget, the proportion of the total appropriation to be spent for each product line is sometimes determined. For example, one company stated that its advertising budget is set up by operating
divisions which represent major product lines.
Media costs are usually the largest item in advertising costs and these
can be charged directly to products where advertisements feature individual
products or lines. Certain other costs incurred in the company's advertising
department may be similarly charged if they can be related to specific advertising projects. For example, time of artists may be charged to specific
advertisements. As described by a writer on 'the subject:
"The results of advertising and promotion efforts manifest themselves
in the form of advertising or promotional material. Accordingly, the
distribution of this expense can be made on the basis of the products
which benefit from the material produced. Each bit of advertising or
promotional material must be analyzed to determine specific products
or product groups which benefit." *
In the field study, information with respect to methods of assigning advertising to product lines was obtained from 45 companies. In this group
27 companies stated that the principal portion of their advertising costs is
assigned to product lines by direct charges. Among the remaining companies, various methods are employed, the nature of which is indicated
below:
* W. A. Hensel, "Net Profit Analyses for Profit Betterment," N. A. C. A. Bulletin,
November 1949, p. 8.
A U G U S T, 1951
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BASIS OF ALLOCATION

No. OFCOMPANIES

Dollar sales volume (actual)
"
"
"
(projected)
Projected sales in physical units
Cost of goods sold
Arbitrary formula"

9
3
1
3
2
18

Even where a major portion of the cost of advertising can be assigned
to product lines by direct charges, there usually remains some institutional
advertising which must be allocated. The cost of this advertising is allocated
on various bases (most commonly dollar sales volume or dollars of direct
advertising), but these bases are viewed as practical expedients rather than
as reliable measures of the incidence of the cost. Institutional advertising
was stated to be relatively small in comparison with other advertising costs
by most of the companies interviewed.
In preparing product profit and loss statements, several companies separate non - recurring advertising expense for special campaigns from the normal or recurring expense. Exhibit 2 shows how advertising costs appear in
the product income statement prepared by one of these companies. When
large expenditures are concentrated on a product or brand, benefits are exEXHIBIT 2
Statement of Income by Products
PRODUCT A PRODUCT B

PRODUCT C

$xx

$xx

$xx

xx

xx

xx

$xx

$xx

$xx

Actual profit or loss

xx
xx
xx
$xx
xx
$xx

xx
xx
xx
$xx
xx
$xx

xx
xx
xx
$xx
xx
$xx

Budgeted profit or loss

$xx

$xx

Sales
Manufacturing cost
Manufacturing margin
Marketing costs
General administrative costs
Normal advertising

o

Margin after normal advertising
Special advertising

$xx

One compa ny stated tha t "while the formula mak es a distinction between branded
•• unbranded
and
produ cts with most of the cost a lloca ted to branded goods, the purpose
is merely to complete the alloca tion of a ll costs to products. Owing to compa rative unimportance of the amount, this arbitrary allocation does not affect decisions made with
the resulting product costs." The other company uses proportions in which mana gement
wishes to recover advertising in product selling prices.
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pected to continue for some time in the future and hence the profit (or loss)
on the product during the current period usually does not represent a good
measure of product desirability. Separation of the normal and special advertising costs thus gives management a measure of product performance
which has not been distorted by heavy expenditures which are related to
future sales income rather than to current income.
Field Selling Expense
Field selling expenses (i.e., salesmen's salaries, traveling expenses, sales
supervision) are usually not so readily assigned to products by direct charges
as are advertising expenses. Approximately one -third of the companies assigning field selling expenses to products stated that such expenses are principally direct charges to product lines while the remaining companies stated
that these expenses are indirect as to product lines and must be allocated.
Conditions under which it is possible to make direct charges of selling
expense to product lines prevail when different salesmen are used for each
line. When individual salesmen sell more than one line sales commissions
may be assignable as direct charges, but other expenses of selling remain
to be allocated.
The fact that salesmen commonly sell a variety of products and that costs
of field selling are then joint as to products has led 18 companies to use
sales volume* and 6 companies to use cost of goods sold as a basis for allocating selling costs to product lines. A few companies view sales volume
or cost of sales as a measure of effort expended on the various products by
salesmen or as a measure of relative difculty experienced in selling.
However, most of the companies stated that these 'bases had been chosen be.
cause better ones could not be found.
Where bases other than those described above were found in use, these
bases usually represented measures of time spent on the various products.
The nature of these measures is indicated below:
BASIS OF ALLOCATION

No. OFCOMPANIES

Time spent as reported or estimated by salesmen
64
" " estimated by sales management
"
" based on sample time study

6
3
1
10
A

' Among these compa nies, 1 5 use actu al dollar sales, 2 use projected dollar sales, and
I uses actual physical volume. One of these companies uses a combination factor including two other components in addition to dollar sales.
A U G U S T, 1951
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The following cases illustrate methods followed in determining the distribution of salesmen's time to product classes.
Company No. 1: This company's procedure was described in the steps
listed below:
1. Product lines are carefully defined and coded. It is essential to have
all members of the sales and order handling staff familiar with these
codes.
2. Orders received are coded to product lines.
3. Each sales and service man is provided with time cards on which
he records weekly the customers he has visited, the amount of time
he spent with each customer, and what line he was selling or servicing. When a single visit covers two or more lines, the amount of
time spent on each is estimated.
4. The above reports are tabulated by product lines monthly. Working time not reported spent in presence of customers is prorated
between lines in the same ratios as time reported spent with customers.
Company No. 2: In contrast with the preceding case, this company found
it impractical to use reports of time spent by salesmen on different product
lines. It therefore developed a rating sheet on which salesmen rated the
company's product lines as to the relative amount of effort necessary to sell
them. The essential form of these rating sheets is shown below:
PRODUCT LINES

RATING ON BASIS OF EFFORT
REQUIRED TO SELL

A
B
C

xt7o
x %0
x%

etc.

x 70
,

100%
Successive samples of ratings given the lines by salesmen, supervisors and
executives were taken until several hundred replies had been obtained. While
individual rating sheets showed wide variations, when combined a quite
consistent pattern was found. It was concluded that this was a reasonably
good measure of the relative amounts of effort required to sell the various
lines and that it accordingly should serve as a good basis for allocating
salesmen's salaries and expenses to product lines.
Company No. 3: This company sells industrial equipment which requires
extensive use of consulting and application engineering services in addition
to the usual sales work. Cost of time spent by engineering and other specialists is recorded, and charged directly to product lines. On the other hand,
costs of general salesmen are allocated on the basis of the number of sched1372
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uled hours each salesman is expected to spend with each customer. An individual customer 'buys only those items in a specific line and hence costs by
lines as well as by customers are obtained. In determining the latter, information is assembled on a form which appears as follows:
Customers'
Name

Potential Sales

Expected
Sales

(The customers' (The share we
total purchases can reasonably
expect to get)
from all
suppliers)

Scheduled hours
Expense
to be spent with
Calculated Ratio
customer
at standard per
dollar
rate per
hour
of
sales
(Hours the
customer should
receive —not
hours available
for the account)

Company No. 4: A company with many salesmen has carefully studied
each activity in its field selling in order to find bases for allocation which
would give reliable product costs. As a result of this study, the following
bases are used:
A. Expenses other than vehicle expense
1. Customer time —on basis of time study per product
2. Loading and unloading time —or basis of handling units
3. Driving time on basis of stops
4. Other time —as overhead to above expense
B. Vehicle expense on basis of stops
C. Supervision— distributed to functions supervised and then to products with other costs of the function.
This company presents an example in which accounting for marketing costs
has been highly developed to yield the detailed and precise costs which its
management wants.
ASSIGNING ORDER FILLING COSTS TO PRODUCTS

The costs of filling orders and collecting money from customers are incurred for the execution of orders. In many respects order filling costs resemble manufacturing costs because order filling operations are largely repetitive and activity in order filling cost centers is determined by sales
volume. Assignment of order filling costs follows methods used with factory
costs. In fact many companies include costs of some or all packing, warehousing, and shipping operations in manufacturing costs."
• See, "Costs Included in Inventories," Research Series No. 10, N. A. C. A. Bulletin,
August 15, 1947.
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For purposes of discussion, order filling costs are divided into two general categories, viz., (1) costs of physical handling, including warehousing,
packing, shipping, transportation, and (2) costs of clerical operations such
as correspondence and preparation of documents required in filling the order,
billing, and accounting for receivables. Methods of assignment in use were
found to differ somewhat between these two categories.
Costs of Physical Handling
A number of the companies interviewed stated that these costs are largely
direct charges to product lines. Where this is the case, separate warehousing,
shipping and delivery facilities are maintained for the different product
lines. Where the same facilities are shared by several products, it is necessary to allocate costs of these facilities. The procedure is to search for a
factor which measures cost incurring activity in each functional center and
to use this factor as a basis for allocating the cost. Following are examples
of bases of allocation used in allocating warehousing costs to products.
Company No. 1: Cubic feet of space occupied as reported monthly.
Company No. 2: Standard rate (expressed as percentage of product cost),
based upon average space occupied by each product. An annual average is
employed to even out seasonal fluctuations in space occupied by the different products.
Company No. 3: Handling cost allocated on basis of handling units; storage cost on basis of space occupied.
Company No. 4: Weight of product.
Packing and shipping operations are frequently allocated on the basis of
labor dollars or labor hours. A number of companies include the major proportion of these costs in manufacturing overhead. One company had developed a standard cost "per pack" which represented a standard shipping
unit.
Transportation charges not paid by or charged to customers are frequently
charged directly to product lines. However, a few companies stated that while
this was possible, they allocated outward transportation to products on the
basis of weight since they obtained substantially the same results with less
clerical expense. Where a company operates its own trucks, the nature of the
operation affects the method of allocating costs. For example, in a case where
trucking is primarily an over -the -road operation with few stops, it was
stated that time and mileage are the factors affecting cost and these two
factors are used to allocate trucking costs. In another case where numerous
stops are made to deliver merchandise, costs are allocated on the basis of
number of stops.
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Clerical operations connected with order filling are varied and a number
of separate functions can usually be recognized for purposes of assigning the
costs to products. Where individual employees or even entire departments
are engaged in processing documents relating to a single product line, costs
can be assigned as direct charges. More commonly, the clerical costs are
indirect as to products because papers relating to all products How through
the same work centers. It is then necessary to analyze the operations into
separate functions and to find a suitable unit of functional activity which
can serve as a basis for allocating costs. For example, one company stated
that it found that each item on an order requires a tabulating card and hence
the cost of preparing the tabulating cards is allocated to products according
to the relative number of times each product appears on orders.
When the company is small and office functions are not highly specialized, clerical costs of order filling are commonly assigned to products by
inclusion with general administrative costs. Under these circumstances the
basis employed is usually sales volume or cost of goods sold.
ASSIGNING GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO PRODUCTS

General administrative costs are usually composed of costs originating
in a number of different functions. Some of these functions are made up of
routine operations performed in rendering specific services to other departments in the company. Examples encountered in the field study include
centralized tabulating and accounting departments. On the other hand, there
are administrative functions of a broad general nature. These are represented by offices of the president, treasurer, controller and similar general
executives.
Services produced by departments of the first type described above can
usually be measured in some appropriate unit which serves as a basis for
charging the services to departments served. Thus one company allocates
costs of operating its traffic department to other departments on the basis of
number of freight bills handled. Such costs ultimately reach the products
when costs of departments actually handling the products (by either manufacturing or selling) are assigned to products.
The purely administrative functions usually cannot be measured in units
which can be related to operations of other departments of the business.
However, where a company has separate divisions or other major units based
upon product lines, direct charges can be made to product lines for salaries
and other costs of divisional executives. For example, one company interviewed has a vice president in charge of manufacturing and marketing each
product line and hence administrative costs of each division are direct
charges to the product lines.
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Administration costs for the company as a whole must be allocated if
complete assignment of costs to products is made. A summary of the bases
used for this purpose by 42 of the companies interviewed in the field study
appears below.
No. OF COMPANIES

BASIS OF ALLOCATION

Sales volume
Budgeted dollar volume
Actual dollar volume
Actual physical units
Cost of goods sold
Budgeted cost
Actual cost
Estimated division of executives' time
Gross profit
Total of other costs
Composite factors"

3
9
3

15

6
14

20
2
1
I
3
42

In addition, there were 4 companies which assign other nonmanufacturing
costs to products, but do not so assign general administrative costs.
A majority of the companies stated that the bases used were arbitrary,
but, in the words of one company's controller, "the best anyone has been
able to suggest for the purpose." Another company stated that the basis used
was "consistent and reflected the thinking of many people over a period of
years." General administrative expense is, in all of the above companies, a
relatively insignificant portion of the total cost assigned to products.
A few accountants for companies interviewed expressed opinions to the
effect that product volume (as measured by sales, gross profit, or cost)
reflects the amount of administrative effort devoted to the various products.
The two companies using estimated distribution of executives' time have
attempted to measure administrative effort applied to the various products
with time rather than with product volume.
In contrast, some other accountants stated that allocation of general
• Following is the content of the composite factors used by two companies.
Company No. 1: Equal weight is given to (1) investment in product divisions,
measured at the first of the month, (2) product sales for the prior year, (3)
product gross profit for the prior year.
Company No. 2: Variable administrative costs are allocated on factory direct labor
dollars, fixed administrative costs on dollar sales.
The third company requested that content of its formula not be disclosed.
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administrative expense had little significance because of the arbitrary nature
of the process. For example, one company's chief accountant remarked that
"general administrative expenses are allocated in response to managerial
desire to have all expenses charged to products, but the process adds no
significance to the product costs." In another interview it was again stated
that allocation was made in response to managerial wishes, but that the
allocation of general administrative expense on any basis would be arbitrary.
For this reason sales value of products had been chosen because it required
a minimum of clerical work.
Those companies which do not allocate general administrative expenses
to products view the process as unnecessary on a routine basis because the
arbitrary character of the allocation would add nothing to usefulness of the
resulting costs. In one of these companies, product divisions are incorporated separately with the over -all administrative and financial functions
performed by executives of a holding company. Costs of administration
incurred by operating subsidiaries are, however, allocated to individual
products sold by the subsidiary company.
Assigning Income Charges to Products
A few of the companies interviewed assign to product lines such items as
interest charges, losses on retirement of capital assets, and income taxes.
These companies usually wish to ascertain product net profit after all charges
and hence assign to products all items appearing in the company's income
statement. For example, one accountant interviewed stated that management
wishes to know the net return on capital invested in facilities for making
and selling each product. In order to provide this data, all charges including
federal income tax are assigned to products.
A few companies were encountered where income taxes are omitted, but
other income charges are assigned to products. Here it is reasoned that
items such as losses on sale of capital assets are associated with facilities
for manufacturing and marketing specific products, but that income taxes
are based upon combined operations and cannot logically be split up. One
company assigns dividends on preferred stock to products.
Uses for Current Product Profitability Information
In most of the companies interviewed, periodic statements of profit or
loss by product lines are prepared primarily to keep management informed
as to current profitability of the individual lines. By watching these statements, management is enabled to follow the performance of product lines
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and to discern when action should be taken. As stated by a member of the
Committee on Research:
"It has long been the practice of my company to bring to management's attention, and particularly to our sales people, `all in' costs and
to compare these `all in' costs with selling prices. Our schedules display
the income 'both before and after taxes for each and every product we
manufacture. We have always found this information not only a valuable guide in pricing, but also in the selection of products for intensified
sales effort, for investment viewpoints, and a useful tool to factory
management in specific cost studies."
The statements themselves usually do not tell what changes should be made,
although they often give clues to follow in searching out causes for conditions which have affected the profit or loss figures shown.
Who Receives Product Line Statements?
In a substantial proportion of the companies interviewed, product line
income statements and other information about profitability of products is
restricted to a few top executives. The president, vice - presidents, treasurer,
and controller were most commonly listed among those who receive such
data. In these companies information about profitability of products is
usually not available to sales executives, although they do receive sales volume figures. These companies generally reported that decisions with respect
to products to be sold and the pricing of these products are made only by top
executives and that management at other levels has no need for information
about profitability of products. For example, in one company all decisions
of this type are made by the president or his assistant and the figures are
assembled by the controller. Both large and small companies were included
in the group which follows this practice.
On the other hand, there were companies in which authority to make
decisions with respect to product selection, emphasis, and pricing is shared
by various other executives. For example, in several companies managers
in charge of product divisions make such decisions for their own products.
In still other companies authority to make these decisions has been delegated
to the general sales manager or managers in charge of individual product
lines. These companies accordingly provide the responsible executives with
information about sales, costs, and profit for the products with which they
are concerned. Most of these companies were comparatively large.
Examples of Uses Made of Product Profitability Data
Information with respect to profitability of products assists management
in making the most advantageous distribution of sales emphasis and points
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out products which are in need of attention. As an example of the first, one
company stated that the first time it determined the profit margins 'being
realized on individual products, it found that certain items were highly
profitable, but that sales volume for these items was small, presumably
because little sales promotion work had been done on them. When these
products were stressed more heavily in advertising and selling, a substantial
increase in volume was obtained with a beneficial effect on over -all profits
of the company. Another company which had previously sought nation -wide
coverage for all of its products discovered that some items ceased to be
profitable when shipped beyond a certain distance. By dropping these items
from the line sold in distant areas where potential volume was small and
by establishing branch plants in other areas, profits were improved. A
company in the retailing field emphasized the value of knowing the cost of
each service which was added to the merchandise. Here it was stated that
management was in a better position to decide when such services as gift
wrapping, demonstrations and advice to help customers select and use
merchandise, delivery, etc. were desirable.
The field interview 'brought out the need for product costs which measure
differences in costs between products with sufficient accuracy to disclose
situations such as those described above. This requires assignment of the
nonmanufacturing costs by methods which bring out what it costs to market
each product or product line. The companies whose experiences are cited
above had formerly averaged nonmanufacturing expenses over all products
by the use of a single basis, but this method obscured important cost differences which appeared when a more detailed analysis was made.
The need for periodic product margin statements was stressed by many
of the companies interviewed. By following such statements, management
is able to detect changes which occur in product profitability and to take
action when the need arises. Comparisons with budgets as well as with
figures for prior periods are made by many of the companies interviewed.
However, profit is not the only consideration in managerial decisions with
respect to products. In one of the field interviews it was stated that management of the company considered the following factors in the order listed:
1. Profit
2. Maintenance of a full line
3. Absorption of fixed overhead
Both the first and the third of these require information which can be
supplied by the accountant.
As stated previously, where products are numerous, these periodic statements usually represent lines or groups of products. Moreover, they generally are carried to the point of net operating profit, although the statements
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used by a few companies show only margins with allocation of certain fixed
or joint costs.
Procedural Differences
Practices of some of the companies which do not follow the above pattern
and the reasons given are interesting. For this reason brief descriptions of
a few of these are given below:
Company No. 1: This company has discontinued its monthly statements
of profit and loss by products and now allocates nonmanufacturing costs to
products only once a year. At this time actual costs of the past year are
allocated for comparison with the budget for the past year and to aid in
establishing a new budget for the coming year. Monthly comparisons between actual and budgeted profit are made within the year. However, all
nonmanufacturing costs are viewed as fixed within a budget period and
monthly allocation of actual costs is considered unnecessary.
Company No. 2: All costs have been classified as fixed or variable by
this company and the monthly statement of income by product lines and by
EXHIBIT 3
Statement of Income by Products
TOTAL

Net sales
Units
Amount
Per unit
Standard cost of sales (variable)
Profit contribution at standard
Percentage of sales

xx
$xx
$xx

$xx

xx
$xx
xx Jo

xx
$xx
xx%

xx
$xx
xxtfo

xx

xx
$xx
xx%

xx
$xx
xx%

xx
xx

xx
xx

$xx
xx
$xx
xx%

$xx
xx
$xx
xx%

$xx

xxt7o

Fixed production costs
xx
Selling and administrative costs (fixed) xx
Total cost
Amount
$xx
Per unit
xx
Net Income
$xx
Percentage of sales
xx oJo
0
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PRODUCT B

xx
$xx
$xx

Manufacturing variances
Profit contribution at actual
Percentage of sales

PRODUCT A

xx

$Xx

0
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products within each line shows first the margin after deducting variable
costs from sales and then net profit after deducting fixed costs. The principal
features of these statements are shown in Exhibit 3. The company stated
that it has found the margin after variable costs and the total amount of
fixed costs to be more useful than net profit figures for purposes of profit
planning. Like the preceding company, all nonmanufacturing costs are
classified as fixed within the annual budget period. While these costs are
allocated, all are allocated on the basis of sales dollars for reasons of
clerical economy because the net profit figures by products are not considered significant for managerial purposes. Discussion with the controller
brought out the fact that full allocation was made largely because it had
been established by custom and that it might eventually be discontinued
in monthly statements. Selection of products for emphasis in selling was
stated to be made on the basis of margins after variable costs. Similar
methods were used by several other companies interviewed.
Company No. 3: No routine calculation of actual product costs is made
by this company, but budgeted costs based upon forecasted volume and
forecasted operating expenses are available. In the interview it was stated
that "Management of this company has no interest in historical product costs,
but it does want to know what costs are expected to be in the forthcoming
period."
Some of the companies interviewed do not assign nonmanufacturing costs
to products to obtain current profit or loss statements by products or product
lines. Two principal reasons were given for this, viz:
1. Information with respect to current product profit or loss is thought
to be not worth the expense necessary to obtain it. As expressed by
a representative of one company, "A careful study made at less
frequent intervals after all the facts are known can allocate the
figures much more accurately and with less expense than a routine
allocation made twelve or more times a year. Also such an analysis
can be made in more than one way according to the possible
alternatives. Other companies stated that they had little flexibility
in selection of products to be sold because it is necessary to carry
a complete line (often including items sold below variable cost)
and that selective selling is not possible. A few companies stated
that all products carry comfortable profit margins and that manage is not interested in monthly profit reports.
2. It is necessary to use arbitrary bases for allocating important portions of nonmanufacturing costs to products and the resulting
figures are viewed as not sufficiently reliable to be useful. In these
companies the sales organization is organized on a territorial 'basis
without specialization by product line. An important portion of the
advertising is sometimes institutional. One of these companies
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stated that the principal use it makes of full product cost is for
pricing a new product or for revising the price of an old one. For
this purpose, it is thought sufficient to calculate the cost when wanted.
The company prefers to measure current profitability in terms of
territories since most nonmanufacturing costs are direct charges
to sales territories.
In general, companies which omit some (or all) nonmanufacturing costs
in determining periodic product margins do so because costs omitted are
expected to remain unchanged by the decisions which management makes
with aid of the statements. For example, one company stated its product
income statements are designed to be used in deciding when to add or drop a
product —a type of decision made frequently by this company. Such changes
generally involve replacing one product with another and no changes are made
in sales organization or methods of selling and advertising. It had been determined that the only nonmanufacturing costs affected by such a decision
are sales commissions and royalties paid. Hence these are the only costs
deducted from gross profit in the product income statements. Another
company deducts only advertising 'because changes in advertising expenditures for the different products are the only major variable nonmanufacturing
factor affecting income from individual product lines. In these cases the
product income reports are designed for specific uses and are not viewed as
general purpose statements comparable to the over -all income statement.
As stated above, regular reporting of product profit or loss is usually
limited to product lines. Information as to individual items within the lines
is also available in most cases, but assignment of nonmanufacturing costs
to individual products is made less frequently. The resulting product costs
are generally used for purposes of pricing rather than for measuring current
performance.
PROPOSED CHANGES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON PRODUCT COSTS

Monthly statements showing historical costs and profits may indicate the
need for managerial attention to a given product line, but they seldom tell
what action should be taken.' To discover this, further study is generally
necessary. Even where current operations all show a satisfactory profit,
a progressive management is continuously searching for improvements and
proposals for change will be made. An important consideration in the decision to accept or to reject such proposals is usually the effect the change
is expected to have on costs, sales income, and profits. Hence it is usual to
' In one interview, the monthly product line income statements were referred to as
"alarm clocks which signal need for managerial attention to a line."
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find that special studies calling for assignment of nonmanufacturing costs
are made frequently by most companies.
In the analysis to determine which factors affect product costs, volume
is usually important. Volume is also a factor whose influence on costs can
be measured more readily by available accounting techniques than can many
other factors. A few of the companies interviewed in the field study prepare
monthly or annual product income statements in which variable costs are
deducted from sales income to give the margin after variable costs and before
fixed costs are deducted to arrive at net profit. These companies consider
this form of statement to be more useful to management than the conventional form because it supplies the basic data needed for making decisions
involving changes in volume. Other companies have available the same
information, but do not incorporate it into periodic statements.
It is, of course, essential to determine how costs vary with volume in
estimating the effect on profit which will come from changes affecting
volume. There were marked differences of opinion among companies with
respect to variability of nonmanufacturing costs with volume. Thus some
companies look upon practically all nonmanufacturing costs as fixed within
an annual 'budget period and do not consider these costs in making short period decisions. At the other extreme a few companies view practically all
nonmanufacturing costs as variable with volume and consider it essential
to assign these costs in practically every decision. Between these two extremes are companies which consider some nonmanufacturing costs to be
variable and some to be fixed. Such differences seem to reflect managerial
policy in most cases. For example, those companies which view nonmanufacturing costs as largely fixed set 'budget allowances for such costs with the
expectation that ordinary fluctuations in volume will not bring revision of
budget allowances within the budget period or sometimes even longer. These
companies often reported that they make and sell products which serve
primarily to absorb overhead which would otherwise have to be charged to
other products. On the other hand the companies which view nonmanufacturing costs as largely variable feel that any change in volume should be
accompanied by a roughly proportional change in cost. Here it is usually
stated that management can adjust organization and facilities if it desires to
do so, and decisions for which the costs are used generally call for viewing
practically all costs as variable with volume.
Whether decisions involve volume or other factors influencing costs (e.g.,
number of stops made in delivering a given quantity of goods), decisions
with respect to alternatives call for separation of escapable costs from the
nonescapable costs. The latter are costs which will not be changed by the
decision and therefore do not affect the difference in costs between alternatives. Since the distinction between escapable and nonescapable costs often
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depends upon the circumstances of the particular decision, costs for such
purposes must often be assembled by a study made for the purpose.

USE OF PRODUCT COSTS FOR PRICING DECISIONS

While cost is only one of the factors that need to be considered by man.
agement in making price decisions, information with respect to product costs
is nevertheless important in pricing. In the development of product costs
for pricing purposes, it is desirable to assign to products not only manu.
facturing costs included in inventories, but also those nonmanufacturing
costs which can be allocated to products. Where there is reason to believe
that it costs more to sell and deliver some products than it does other products, it is desirable to know these differentials when product pricing decisions
are being made. Such differentials may be reflected in terms of sale as well
as in list prices.
Inasmuch as pricing problems are numerous and varied, the product cost
figure which is most useful under one set of circumstances often differs from
that most appropriate under other circumstances. These differences in costs
used in pricing arise principally in the manner in which fixed and joint
costs are assigned to products. For purposes of discussion it is convenient to
distinguish between long -range pricing policy and short - period deviation
from the long -range policies. However, it should be recognized that this
distinction is not clear -cut in many practical situations, although an awareness of it may contribute to clearer thinking in pricing problems.
In establishment of a long -range policy with respect to price o f a product,
management usually wants a figure which includes an "equitable" share of
all costs of operating the business. For this reason all costs are assigned
to products. The usefulness which full cost by products has to management
is stated as follows in an article by Arthur H. Smith, a member of the
Committee on Research:
"The .... company is in business to make a profit.... which will
provide an adequate return to the owners commensurate with the
investment and the risk they are taking. A full cost allocation and
a resulting net profit by products gives them evidence of the extent
to which each product they are merchandising is contributing to this
adequate return. Since they are presumably in 'business for the long
pull, they are interested beyond the point of whether the products they
are merchandising cover the related direct expenses. They want and
should have knowledge as to whether these products are covering,
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not only the direct expenses, but also those general expenses necessary
to carry on the business from year to year."
The product costs so developed are used in pricing decisions as objectives
or as bench marks from which to measure profit in deciding whether or not
the product deserves a permanent place in the company's product line. When
a desired mark-up has been applied to such a cost figure, the result is what
one company described as "the price we think we ought to get." Another
company develops what it calls a standard pricing base which represents
"the price at which articles should be sold in order to yield the planned
profit for the company under normal operations." Following are examples
of the manner in which such costs are used in pricing decisions by companies
interviewed.
Company No. 1: When the introduction of a new product is proposed,
the company prepares a 'budgeted income statement for this product covering
a period of three years. This statement includes all costs and income deductions applicable to the product in order to estimate the net return after
taxes on the stockholders' investment in facilities needed for making and
marketing the product. If the product does not promise a satisfactory
return on investment, the plan is improved or dropped. After a new product
has been introduced, actual statements are compared with the budgeted
statements prepared as a basis for the original decision. This helps to locate
the source of difficulty if performance of the product fails to meet
expectations.
Company No. 2: This company is a price leader in its industry and does
not manufacture a line if the desired markup on full cost cannot be obtained.
Company No. 3: Sales management in this company was stated to be
strongly volume conscious and always ready to reduce prices in order to sell
more goods. As a check on price reductions which would result in sales at a
loss, the company has a policy which requires all costs of doing business to
be assigned to products in developing costs used in pricing.
Company No. 4: Wherever there is an optional outlet, full cost is used
in pricing. When factory capacity is available, but the company is in a
position where it must sell to a given customer or forego use of a portion
of its capacity, pricing is based on out -of- pocket cost if the desired markup
on full cost cannot be obtained.
An interesting exception to the allocation of all costs is found in two
companies interviewed which develop selling prices by use of markup rates
based on variable cost. The rates of markup are set to provide a desired
" "Distribution Cost Points the Way to More Profitable Business," N. A. C. A. Con -

/erence Proceedings, 1950 pp. 89 -90.
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return on capital invested in facilities used for producing and marketing
each product line.
Another company which often sells on a bid price basis has organized its
product costs especially to facilitate the making of pricing decisions under
varied circumstances. Separate cost cards are prepared for each of approxiEXHIBIT 4
PRODUCT T

OST CARD

(Basis —per 100 pounds product net weight)
Pr oduct......................
Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACTUAL
LAST
QUARTER

Raw materials (listed in detail with
quantities and unit prices)
Package material
Manufacturing direct labor
Total prime cost
Variable overhead costs
Per 100 lbs. product net weight at
rate of
Per 100 lbs. product gross weight at
rate of
Per production dollar at rate of
Total variable cost
Sales value of production
Contribution to fixed cost and profit

PROJECTED FOR THIS
QUARTER
I ST MO. 2D MO 3D MO.

$xx
xx
xx
$xx

xx
xx
xx
$xx
xx
xx

Fixed costs
Per 100 lbs. net product weight at
rate of
xx
Per 100 lbs. gross product weight at
rate of
xx
Per production dollar at rate of— xx
Advertising —per production dollar
at rate of
xx
Total fixed costs
$xx
Net profit per 100 pounds
xx
Net profit percentage of sales
xx%
Anticipated volume
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mately 400 products. The principal items appearing on these cards are
shown in Exhibit 4. Costs and profit margins are in unit form and include
both actual results for the past quarter and projected results by months
for the coming quarter. Raw materials are listed in detail with quantities
and unit prices of each material to aid calculation of the effect which
changes in manufacturing formulas or material prices will have on product
cost. Other variable costs are listed by principal types. Overhead costs are
grouped into categories according to the basis of allocation used rather than
by item of cost. Thus it is possible to determine how much overhead will be
absorbed when changes in product, price, or volume affect overhead cost
applied to the product.
Before the above mentioned cards are prepared, costs are assigned to
product lines. For this purpose, other bases of allocation are used in some
cases and there are also costs which can be assigned to product lines by
direct charge, 'but which must 'be allocated to arrive at costs of separate
items within a line. For example, advertising may be a direct charge to the
line but indirect as to varieties within the line. In general, the company
has found that manufacturing overhead incurred before packaging varies
with net weight of the product and that costs of physical handling operations subsequent to packaging vary with gross product weight. Sales value
of product is considered satisfactory for allocating selling and advertising
costs under the circumstances. However, it was stated that important shifts
in relative prices of products might call for reconsideration of this basis.
It will be noted that the cards show 'both contribution margin after
variable costs and net profit after assignment of all costs. Thus management knows the full cost of the product and it can also ascertain what
contribution a given order will make to fixed costs.
In discussing the ascertainment of costs for pricing purposes, accountants
for companies interviewed pointed out that costs do not need to be allocated
at frequent intervals and it may be sufficient, or even preferable, to allocate
budgeted costs rather than actual costs. In some cases a product cost ob.
tained by assigning all applicable costs for a given period may be heavily
affected by non - recurring expenditures for advertising and sales promotion.
While it is customary to charge these expenses to the period in which expenditures are made, benefits (in the form of increased sales) often are
received in future periods. For this reason several companies interviewed
separate any unusual expenditures of this sort from regularly recurring
product charges in arriving at costs for pricing. In one case it was stated
that in computing costs for pricing (but not for annual reporting) the
company spreads these costs over the number of periods expected to be
required for return of the outlay through related sales. Large fluctuations
in volume may have a similar effect on unit costs when a significant amount
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of the total cost is fixed. Under these circumstances it may be desirable to
use an average or normal volume in developing costs to be used for pricing.
This practice has been described as follows:
"For other selling and administrative expenses, such as traveling,
communications, advertising, contributions, memberships, and a variety
of other items, we set standards based on past experience or future
plans. In effect, we come out with a standard selling and administrative
expense by departments based upon the normal volume of business.
"Administrative service departments such as administrative planning,
accounting, etc., are studied for the purpose of properly distributing
these costs to sales product groupings. Sales department expenses are
similarly broken down by product grouping. Based on these studies, a
standard selling and administrative expense percent on manufactured
cost (standard factory cost exclusive of extra material cost) is established by product grouping at a level calculated to recover our selling
and administrative expenses under normal conditions. "*
In making current pricing decisions, deviations are commonly made
from the price established as desirable over the long run. This may take
various forms other than simply changing prices as market conditions vary
or to meet prices of competitors. Many companies maintain prices based on
long-range cost for some lines of products, but vary prices and sales emphasis
upon other lines. The latter are counted upon to absorb costs in periods
when capacity would otherwise not be fully utilized and may be sold on a
bid or special contract basis. Under such conditions prices are generally set
to cover the differential cost of manufacturing and marketing plus as much
more as the market permits for a contribution to fixed costs and profits. In
other cases lower price lines or stripped models are introduced to tap
markets with less buying power. However, care must be used to avoid actions
which may affect prices realizable on the more profitable lines. One company reported that it experienced much difficulty in reestablishing a profitable
price structure after the depression years. Control over sales mix is also
needed to limit sales of less profitable items to the volume necessary to
absorb overhead on capacity for which no more profitable use is available.
Discussion in the field study of problems relating to determination of costs
for pricing indicated that a substantial amount of judgment and under.
standing is essential in the use of cost information for this purpose. Rigid
adherence to a full- cost -plus approach may result in loss of business to
competitors and failure to obtain most profitable utilization of a company's
facilities. On the other hand, losses may result when differential costs are
' Allen H. Ottma n, "A Sta ndard Pricing Base to Promote Corrective Action in Produ ct
Pricing Policies," NACA Bulletin, October 1949, p. 131.
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used in pricing without attention to the necessity for recovering fixed costs
as well as variable costs.
Conclusion
The preceding report ( "Assignment of Nonmanufacturing Costs for Managerial Decisions," published as Research Series No. 19 in the N.A.C.A.
Bulletin, for May 1951) stated that methods for ascertaining manufacturing
costs have been well developed by most companies in which management is
aware of the advantages of having good costs, but that the field study
showed comparatively few companies to possess equally good information
about nonmanufacturing costs. Nevertheless, the experience of companies
interviewed in this study provides many examples of the value which assignment of nonmanufacturing costs to products can have to management.
A multiproduct company usually encounters difficult problems in obtaining
separate costs for its products. These difficulties arise because the various
products share in common the benefits from marketing and administrative
activities and facilities. By grouping products into lines of related items, the
proportion of such costs assignable by direct charging is usually increased
substantially. Most of the companies interviewed in this study prepare
periodic reports of profit or loss by product lines. These reports are, however, practically always supplemented by special studies when it is desired
to estimate the effect which a proposed change is likely to have on product
costs and profits. Problems of this type usually deal with individual products
rather than with broad lines and hence the proportion of indirect costs is
usually large and allocations tend to become arbitrary. The earlier report
referred to above described the contribution margin approach for determining costs where decisions to be made involve questions of choice between
alternatives. In this study the field interviews show that in such circumstances many of these companies view the contribution margin approach as
more realistic than arbitrary allocation of costs to products.
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